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Name: …………………………..              Class: 12 /…………….. 

Second Period Quiz 

I- Vocabulary (20 Marks) 

A- Choose the best answer from a, b, c or d: (4x5= 20 Marks) 

1- Smoking leads to many …………diseases so we need to heighten awareness about its dangers.  

      a- leafy                        b- elderly                        c- fatal                               d- deserted 

2- Oil is one of Kuwait’s famous ……………….as it holds 7% of global oil reserves. 

a- exports                      b- almonds                      c- hubs                               d-  disputes 

 

3- The criminal tried to ………….. his real identity but eventually the police figured it out. 

a- narrate                   b- fix                               c- conceal                           d- cycle 

4- Modern technology has helped us to ………………. a lot of paperwork . 

 a- do up                       b- make up                       c-  do away with                d- make up for 

 

II- Grammar (20 Marks) 

B- From a, b and c choose the correct answer as required : 

5-  “ We are doing an experiment in the laboratory.”                 ( Change into reported speech ) 

a- The students said that they did an experiment in the laboratory. 

b- The students said that they have done an experiment in the laboratory. 

c- The students said that they were doing an experiment in the laboratory. 

   

6-  Ahmed speaks German . Youssef speaks German, too.                ( Join using: Both……and ) 

a- Both Ahmed and Youssef speak German. 

b- Both Ahmed and Youssef speaks German . 

c- Both Ahmed and Youssef speak German, too. 

  

7- I rarely visit such a beautiful beach.                                                         ( Begin with: Rarely )                         

a-  Rarely did I visit such a beautiful beach. 

b- Rarely do I visit such a beautiful beach. 

c- Rarely have I visited such a beautiful beach. 
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8- I won’t travel to Paris . I’ll stay in Kuwait .                                       ( Join using: Instead of ) 

 

a- I won’t travel to Paris instead of I’ll stay in Kuwait.   

b- Instead of travelling to Paris, I’ll stay in Kuwait.   

c- Instead of  I won’t travel to Paris, I’ll stay in Kuwait.   

 

III- Writing (40 Marks)  

 

“ Many people concern that living in the village is the best choice . Meanwhile, others believe 

that it is not perfect . “  
Plan and write a six-sentence paragraph discussing the arguments for and against living in the 

village stating your point of view. 

                                                         The Outline     (5 Marks)                                                                                                                                

I- Introductory sentence: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

II- Supporting details: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

III- Concluding sentence: 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Write Your paragraph Here   (35 Marks) 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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